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MBRNT News
Williams on the verge of “common law”

Tour oﬃcials thought after coming back from a
recent trip to Mexico, there would be a new
Mrs. Williams prancing around Knox county.
What started as an “arrangement” will soon
become “common law” if Byron “Jailbait”
Williams doesn’t change addresses.

he isn’t getting any prettier with age”.

Walt “Big Phony” Chapman (who went on the
trip with Williams) stated, “you know, I thought
I would see a sparkle coming from the shrimp
cocktail or maybe a second helping of nachos,
but Ron held tight refusing to give in to what
many would consider inevitable”.

Add in a constantly buzzing phone that Verizon
reported, “is consistently one of the most texted
numbers in America”, the tour doesn’t expect
much more than a foursome filler out of the
rotund big man. His only saving grace may be a
fix to his achilles heel...the “plane change reroute”, but then there is the work ethic question
that has always nagged him? I guess we’ll all see
what happens in May?

Scott “Big Dummy” Masters, said “he defies
logic every year he doesn’t tie the knot. I mean,

!

After watching so many bad swings...almost
daily, farm drama, and the impending statemandated nuptials, Williams stands on the verge
of playing his worst golf ever.
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Top five signs you may be gay

1.Drinking Michelob Ultra - Nothing
a few years ago when one of the tour stalwarts
announces “I’m gay” like ordering a “mich
almost traded his four-wheel drive truck for a
ultra” at the local stained concrete floor eatery.
(gasp!) Mini-Cooper...luckily stronger heads
I don’t care how many calories you can save by
prevailed. I don’t care how much gas costs, no
drinking it. If Lance drinks it, you shouldn’t.
man driving a golf cart with doors could ever
2.Shaving your chest, back, or legs - What
really like anything other than sausages.
would you call guys like Thomas Magnum,
5.Watching “Magic Mike” or anything with
Oﬃcer “Ponch” Poncherelli, or Chuck
Matthew McConaughey under the guise
Norris...if they would have shaved their
of “he’s a great actor” - I’ll give you, “A Time
bodies. I rest my case.
to Kill”...only because Sandra Bullock and
3.Refusing to eat only free-range, hormone
Samuel Jackson were in it...but anything else?
free food - Your body produces stomach acid
You better check yourself. The dude is the
for a reason. Ditto that for your small, large
epitome of repressed queer. Real men admire
intestines, and your bowels. If you have to ask
other real men: Charles Bronson, Clint
if they oﬀer that shit on the menu, then you
Eastwood, the aforementioned Tom Selleck,
probably need to find out if they have a hook
John Wayne, and just about anyone from the
for your man purse.
70’s or 80’s with a stache not named Freddie
4.Buying or entertaining the thought of a
Mercury.
queer ride - The tour was in damn-near panic

Course focus: Barefoot Fazio
By and large, Tour oﬃcials hate Fazio courses.
Boring and unimaginative are the usual
adjectives thrown around when anyone talks
about Fazi-oan designs. Having played the
course several times in the past, Tour President,
Joe “Super Mario” Sponcia said, “the par fours
are among the most challenging at the beach.
!

The elevation changes are rare for a course
close to sea-level”. Barefoot oﬀers four of the
best conditioned courses on the Grand Strand,
and many feel the Fazio is the best of the
group. With replay options on the Norman,
Dye, and Love courses, Barefoot oﬀers a solid
day of golf for aspiring rednecks.
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Best Anal products

1.Gold Bond - Invented in
1908, and still the King of
Anal pain prevention. , Gold
Bond represents all that is
right with the world. With its
distinctive orange bottle, you
know a little application is
going to give you a days worth
of pain free movement. Don’t
be fooled by the imitators like
“Anti-monkey butt”. If it
doesn’t tingle, don’t sprinkle.
2.Charmin Ultra Soft - with
quality toilet paper...it’s not
about the ply. It’s all about
softness. Wiping without
Charmin is like begging for
chafe and pain all day. Before
Barrack took oﬃce, you could
count on a few places having
quality paper...butt today, if
you don’t keep a few rolls in
the trunk, you’re playing with
fire.
3.Pampers Aloe-based baby
wipes - don’t be fooled by
Wal-greens knock-oﬀs or
Cottonelle. Pampers sets the
standard for quality aloe
wipes. Not too harsh, not too
!

textured, just right. How
does a wet-wipe rank behind
quality dry paper? It turns
out too much of a good thing
(wetness) can actually be bad,
especially when the weather
heats up. Think swamp ass.
Sometimes, moisture isn’t
your friend, but it beats oneplay.
4.Vaseline - We know many
would rank this product
higher, butt one of the criteria
for “best of ” has to be all-day
functionality. The fact is,
when under the heat of tour
pressure, Vaseline
runs...literally down your leg,
leaving stains that not even
Mrs. Sponcia can remove. So
why did it make the list?
Well, if you have ever woken
up to the horror of an empty
bottle of Gold Bond, forgot
to bring Charmin (for some
reason), and are faced with
sub-par gas station style paper
after breakfast or lunch, only
Vaseline can

make
you (w)hole. Yes, your sheets
may get stained, but better to
stain them, than a pair of
dockers. The tour prefers the
jelly version. The cream is a
marketing ploy.
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Calendar
May 24th, 2013
Barefoot Fazio
May 25th, 2013
Leopards Chase	

 	

May 26th, 2013
Tidewater
May 27th, 2013
Glen Dornoch

PLAYER PROFILE:
CODY “SHADY,
GAINEY” CROWELL

With a swing only Tommy “two
gloves” Gainey could love,
“Code Shady” makes his tour
debut this year on the Grand
Strand. Long oﬀ the tee and at
times, a streaky putter, Shade
may remind you of a young,
Erik “Chernobyl” Scott with his
uncanny ability to shank on a
moments notice. Since getting
married last year, the tour
oﬃcials expect “Shady” will lose
a couple of steps and
underperform under the intense
pressure of competition. So
how did Shade qualify for the
tour this season? His uncanny
ability to distract pro shop
employees, allowing all rednecks
to enjoy free replays. Solid!
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